We analysed the use of three-dimensional space by 13 freely diving ringed seals, Phoca hispida, to distinguish between local search, presumably within prey patches, and travel or exploration between prey patches. We subdivided the three-dimensional home ranges of ringed seals into 3 3 3 m grid cells. For each dive, we determined the time spent swimming through each grid cell and the frequency of grid cell revisits. The seals generally spent 1-3 s in each cell and rarely revisited cells. During 34% of all dives, however, ringed seals focused their effort within a reduced volume, suggesting local search within patches of prey. The disproportionate effort within restricted volumes resulted from seals revisiting cells (18% of dives), reducing speed within cells (9% of dives), or both reducing speed and revisiting cells (7% of dives). Ringed seals searched locally in less than 10% of descents and ascents but did so in 41% of bottom phases (time spent at depth between the end of descent and the beginning of ascent).
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Specific aspects of foraging, social and other behaviours of diving marine mammals are difficult to study using time-depth data, but detailed analyses are possible using three-dimensional movement data (Davis et al. 1999; Harcourt et al. 2000) . Here, we analyse the time spent within each unit of volume traversed by freely swimming ringed seals, Phoca hispida, for evidence of local search behaviour, an important component of foraging that has not been studied previously in marine mammals. Analysing three-dimensional search behaviour occurring within individual dives overcomes three previous limitations to the study of marine mammal foraging. First, three-dimensional movement data provide a more comprehensive representation of the actual behaviour of diving animals than do previously used timedepth data (Fig. 1) . Time-depth data only indicate the vertical component of foraging behaviour. Marine mammals, however, forage in an environment where they, their prey and the water they dive through all move in three spatial dimensions.
Second, the investigation of search behaviour broadens the study of foraging behaviour beyond the analysis of feeding events. Because foraging marine mammals can rarely be observed directly, researchers have relied on indirect evidence of feeding to indicate foraging (e.g. Wilson et al. 1992; Gales & Renouf 1993; Andrews 1998; Bekkby & Bjørge 1998; Marshall 1998) . It is important to remember, however, that foraging consists of search, pursuit and handling behaviours. Feeding events are only a subset of handling behaviour. Correspondence and present address: M. A. Simpkins, National Marine Mammal Laboratory, 7600 Sand Point Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115, U.S.A. (email: mike.simpkins@noaa.gov 
